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Prediction of ordering and spontaneous rotation of epitaxial habits
in substrate-coherent InGaN and GaAsSb
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Coherently strained In0.5Ga0.5N on GaN and CaO substrates are theoretically predicted to show
stable ordering in the chalcopyrite structure, as is Ga2AsSb on GaAs and InP substrates. Depending
on the substrate and the film concentration, we predict a spontaneous rotation of the stablest
chalcopyrite film axis from perpendicular to parallel to the �001� substrate. © 2009 American
Institute of Physics. �DOI: 10.1063/1.3200234�

Epitaxial evaporation of multiple elements onto a fixed
substrate1 has become the method of choice for making high
quality crystalline semiconductor films in devices. It is now
apparent that such coherent epitaxial growth not only pro-
duces greater purity and provides better process control rela-
tive to liquid phase or melt growth, but that in fact it corre-
sponds to a different thermodynamic state of the system.
There are three major factors distinguishing epitaxial gas-
phase growth from non-epitaxial �substrate free� melt
growth, the former showing �i� lattice-coherence constraint
from the substrate, �ii� exposed surfaces �e.g., possibly lead-
ing to reconstruction�, and �iii� substrate-film interfaces
�leading to atomic interdiffusion and exchange�.2 In light
emitting diodes, diode lasers, and III-V multijunction solar
cell applications,3–5 the films are typically 1 �m or more
thick and thus the nonideality factors at the substrate-film
interfaces ��iii� above� and at the exposed surface ��ii� above�
can be assumed negligible. As long as there is coherence
with the substrate, the epitaxial constraint from the substrate
becomes dominant in deciding the thermodynamic state of
such alloy films.2,6–10

Figure 1 illustrates the way that a substrate can alter
the thermodynamic state of an alloy film made of cubic
�In,Ga�N. The blue and red lines show the first-principles
calculated �see details below� total energies of an ordered
compound InGaN2 in the chalcopyrite �CH� structure versus
the lattice constant as of the substrate on which it is epitaxi-
ally grown. The ordered CH, coherent with the substrate, has
two epitaxial habits: one perpendicular � and one parallel �

to the substrate �Figs. 1�b� and 1�c��. As as deviates from the
equilibrium lattice constants ā� and ā� of each epitaxial
habit, the energies ECH�

and ECH�
of � and � CH, respec-

tively, rise. The black line in Fig. 1 marks EInN+GaN
epi which is

the energy of equivalent amounts of the strained binary con-
stituents versus as

EInN+GaN
epi �as� = 1

2 �EInN
epi �as,Ĝ� + EGaN

epi �as,Ĝ�� , �1�

where EGaN
epi �as , Ĝ� is the energy of GaN confined to the lat-

tice constant as in the substrate Ĝ plane and the remaining
lattice �and cell-internal� degrees of freedom are relaxed. We
see from Fig. 1 that epitaxy can increase the energy EInN+GaN

epi

of the constituents more than the energy ECH
epi of the interme-

diate InGaN2 compounds and, consequently, the epitaxial
formation energy of CH

�ECH
epi �as� = ECH

epi �as� − EInN+GaN
epi �as� , �2�

could become negative �Fig. 1� even if the bulk formation
energy of CH

�ECH
bk = ECH

bk − EInN+GaN
bk �3�

is positive. In Eq. �3�, EInN+GaN
bk is the average of the energies

of the constituents each at its own, free-floating bulk lattice
constant. This “epitaxial-stabilization” effect leads to a vari-
ety of fascinating phenomena, such as the appearance of or-
dered epitaxial phases without a counterpart in the bulk
phase diagram,2,11 as well as to the enhancement in solubility
under epitaxial condition,9 or the change in the equilibrium
alloy composition �“lattice latching”� relative to bulk
growth.6 Such effect exists when the film thickness is below
a critical thickness.2
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FIG. 1. �Color online� �a� Total energy of two epitaxial habits of CH InGaN2

as a function of the substrate lattice constant as. The energy of bulk CH ECH
bk

and the energy of the bulk InN+GaN constituents EInN+GaN
bk are shown as

references. ��b� and �c�� show the structure of the two habits of CH: � and �.
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Attempts to develop a theoretical approach describing
epitaxial thermodynamic phenomenology are rare.6–10

Most6–8 only considered the random alloy phase, ignoring
the fact that �Eepi�0 could lead to a variety of long-range
ordered phases. A few approaches9,10 consider the possibility
of epitaxial ordered phases, but ignore9 or average-over10 the
habits that have different orientations �e.g., � or �� to the
substrate. We have recently developed an epitaxial cluster-
expansion �CE� method that describes the energy of both
random alloys and the ensuing ordered epiphases as well as
their habits.12 Here, we apply this technique to prototypical
mixed cation �In,Ga�N and mixed-anion Ga�As,Sb� alloys
comparing bulk and epitaxial cases side by side on a range of
substrates. In addition to showing the ordering induced by
epitaxy in the structures of �In,Ga�N on GaN and CaO and of
Ga�As,Sb� on GaAs and InP, we focus on the orientation of
the coherent film �“habit”� versus substrate. We predict a
spontaneous switch between the parallel-to-substrate � � � and
perpendicular-to-substrate �� � film habits as a function of �i�
the substrate lattice constant at fixed film composition and
�ii� as the film composition changes on a fixed substrate. We
explain this remarkable spontaneous rotation by the tetrago-
nal ratio of the bulk structure. The computational method
employed here is described in Ref. 12. It is based on a “clus-
ter expansion”13 whereby the energy of a given configuration
� �e.g., assignment of Ga and In atoms onto lattice sites� is
parametrized as a sum of pairwise plus many-body interac-
tions whose magnitude and range are determined by fitting
the cluster-expansion energies �ECE���� of a set ��0� of about
50 structures to �ELDA���� energies calculated by the local
density approximation14 �LDA� using ultrasoft pseudopoten-
tials as implemented in the VASP �Ref. 15� code. For epitaxi-
ally coherent films, the structures � are substrate coherent
with a particular epitaxial habit. For example, CH is a super-
lattice �SL� structure composed of alternate atomic bilayers
along the three �201�-equivalent crystallographic directions:

�201�, �210�, and �102�. Figures 1�b� and 1�c� show, respec-
tively, the �201� �i.e., �� and the �210� �i.e., �� habits of CH
on a �001� substrate �where the �102� habit is degenerate with
the �210� one�. While in bulk form these habits have the
same energy, their epitaxial strain energies are generally dif-
ferent �Fig. 1�a��, rendering these bulk-equivalent configura-
tions epitaxially distinct. Once we obtain ECE��� for any
configuration �, an exhaustive enumeration method is then
employed to search the ground-state structures. The LDA
energies of the newly predicted ground-state structures are
then input into the next CE iterations until the predictions of
our CE agree with the direct LDA calculations.

Epitaxial ground-state structures: Fig. 2 shows the CE-
calculated formation energies of �216 structures of �In,Ga�N
and Ga�As,Sb� alloys both under bulk �Figs. 2�a� and 2�b��
and epitaxial �Figs. 2�c�–2�f�� conditions. For each epitaxial
alloy, we use two substrates: an “end-point” substrate �Figs.
2�c� and 2�d��, i.e., one of the pure constituents as substrate,
and a “midpoint” substrate �Figs. 2�e� and 2�f��, i.e., a sub-
strate whose lattice constant is close to the natural film lattice
constant of x�0.50. The black lines encompassing all struc-
tures in Figs. 2�c�–2�e� are the energy convex hulls whose
breaking points are the ground-state structures of the corre-
sponding alloy. The main observations are as follows:

�i� Confirming previously known or suspected trends:
The phase separation behavior in bulk ��Ebulk�0� is trans-
formed under epitaxial conditions to an ordering behavior
��Eepi�0� with several ground-state structures that appear
across the whole composition interval. All the identified
ground-state structures �Fig. 2� are �201� SLs. At x=0.50 we
find a universal epitaxial ground-state structure—CH �Figs.
1�b� and 1�c�� as previously found.2,10,19 For many III-V
zinc-blende bulk alloys, CH was identified to be the structure
at x=0.50 best able to accommodate strain resulting from the
mismatch between the AC and BC bond lengths.16 At x
=0.80, we found the second universal epitaxial ground-state
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structure S30: �AC�1 / �BC�4 �201� SL structure.
�ii� Spontaneous rotation of epitaxial habits: Fig. 2

shows that when one uses an end-point substrate �e.g.,
InGaN-on-GaN or GaAsSb-on-GaAs�, provided there is co-
herence, the lowest energy CH habit is the � one �i.e., �210��.
However, when the substrate changes to a midpoint one �as
in InGaN-on-CaO or GaAsSb-on-InP�, the lowest energy
film habit becomes the � one �i.e., �201��. A similar rotation
of the most stable film habit occurs also when the film com-
position changes while keeping fixed the substrate, e.g., in
the InGaN-on-CaO system, the ordered S30 �AC�4 / �BC�1 at
x=0.20 is the lowest energy for habit � whereas counterpart
S30 at x=0.80 is the lowest energy for habit �.

Explanation of the habit rotation: Inspection of the en-
ergy versus as curves of epitaxial CH� and CH� in Fig. 1�a�
shows almost identical curvatures �i.e., similar elastic moduli
for the two habits� but different minima �i.e., equilibrium
values of ā� and ā��. This indicates that the different lattice
mismatches as− ā� and as− ā� of epitaxial CH� and CH�,
respectively, on the same substrate induce the energy differ-
ence. Here we will demonstrate that the tetragonal ratio �
=c /2a of bulk CH leads to such a difference in ā� versus ā�.
Bulk CH usually has17 �=c /2a�1. The habit CH� �Fig.
1�c�� thus has two different lattice constants a and c /2 �along
the �010� and �100� directions, respectively� in the �001�
plane. When CH� is grown on the �001� plane of a cubic
substrate, the ensuing epitaxial strain energy ESS�as� can be
expanded as a polynomial of strain18

E�
SS�as� = S�C��2 +

1

2
�Bq001

� + S�C��2�	as − ā�

ā�


2

+ . . . .

�4�

The corresponding equilibrium lattice constant is

ā� = a�1 + s�C��� =
c

2
�1 − �1 − s�C���� , �5�

where �=1−�, B is the bulk modulus, and q001 is the epi-
taxial strain reduction factor2 along the �001� direction for
CH�. Here, S�C��2 is the energy to deform the two different
lattice constants of CH� in the �001� plane to make them
equal to ā� and C is the elastic constant tensor of CH�. The
parameter s�C� is comprised between 0 and 1, thus the equi-
librium ā� is intermediate between a and c /2.

An expression similar to Eq. �4� holds for the epitaxial
strain energy of CH� but the �2 terms drop as the lattice
constants of CH� along the in-plane directions are equal, i.e.,
�=0 �Fig. 1�b��, and the equilibrium lattice constant ā� is
the same as that of equilibrium bulk CH one, i.e., ā�=a.
From Eqs. �4� and �5�, we see that the term that is function of
�=�+1 is a second order correction to the elastic modulus
but a first order contribution to the equilibrium lattice con-
stant ā. Therefore, in Fig. 1�a� the curvature of ESS�as� is
almost identical for the � and � habits, whereas the differ-
ence between ā� and ā� is significant. As a result the energy
order of different habits is determined by the different lattice
mismatches with respect to a given substrate. Bulk CH has
��−1.5% for �In,Ga�N and Ga�As,Sb� In Fig. 1�a�, aGaN
� ā��CH�� ā��CH�, thus CH� has lower strain energy on
GaN substrate than CH�. On the CaO substrate, ā��CH�
� ā��CH��aCaO yields lower energy of CH� than CH�. We

found a similar situation for Ga�As,Sb� epitaxial alloys.
Changing the substrate, therefore, alters the energy order of
the habits of CH. For InGaN-on-CaO, both the S30 and S30
structures have ��1 and thus ā� � ā�. Moreover, we have
ā��S30�� ā��S30��aCaO and aCaO� ā��S30�� ā��S30�.
Therefore S30� and S30� have each lower energy than the
respective opposite habits. Structure S31 in the GaAsSb-on-
GaAs system is the only exception in all of the ground-state
structures that has ��1 in its bulk structure hence ā�� ā�.
Thus, in Figs. 2�c� and 2�d�, all the ground-state structures
have habits � except structure S31.

In summary, we predicted �1� a number of long range
ordered ground-state structures in epitaxial �In,Ga�N coher-
ent on GaN and CaO and Ga�As,Sb� coherent on GaAs and
InP; �2� a spontaneous switch between the parallel-to-
substrate � � � and perpendicular-to-substrate �� � epitaxial
habits of a ground-state structure as a function of the differ-
ent substrate, i.e., end-point and midpoint substrates, and as a
function of the film composition on a fixed substrate. Such a
switch can be explained by the tetragonal ratio ��1 of the
corresponding bulk structure. Our results show that the epi-
taxial strain alters the thermodynamics of an alloy with re-
spect to bulk conditions, transforming it from phase separa-
tion to an ordering one.
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taxy of �In,Ga�N. This research was funded by the U.S. De-
partment of Energy, Office of Science, DMSE, under Con-
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